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Multiliteracy Project Lesson Plan
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Lesson Plan Description：Students will be put into groups and work at 3 poetry
stations where they will be given resources to appreciating a poem with prompts
that target at 3 modalities/learning styles. Students will spend 15 minutes at each
station.

General Expectations for the Curriculum

Developing the knowledge and skills that will enable students to become effective
readers. Grasping the ideas communicated in a text and apply them in new
contexts. Be able to think clearly, creatively, and critically about the ideas and
information encountered in texts in order to understand, analyse, and absorb
them and to recog-nize their relevance in other contexts. Students can develop
the skills necessary to become effective readers by applying a range of
comprehension strategies as they read and by reading a wide variety of texts. It is
also important that they read a range of materials that illustrate the many uses of
writing. By reading widely, students will develop a richer vocabulary and become
more attuned to the conventions of written language.

1.Able to use several different reading comprehension  strategies before, during,
and      after reading to understand  both simple and complex poems.
2. Able to identify different rhyme schemes of poems.
3. Able to identify different figures of speech in a poem.
4.Able to identify various images in a poem.
5. Sensitive to the social justice elements in a poem.
6.Demonstrating the ability to critically evaluate and respond to poetry, including
expressing personal interpretations, reactions, and insights, while also considering
the perspectives of other readers and literary critics.
7.Capable of articulating connections between poetry and other forms of
literature, art, music, and cultural expressions, demonstrating an interdisciplinary
approach to the study and appreciation of poetry.

Specific Expectations and Success Criteria

Considerations for Planning

Prior Knowledge:
1. Students have basic English reading and writing skills.
2. Students have basic knowledge of the elements of a poem, poetic conventions,
and literary devices.
3. Students have examined traditional forms of poetry.

Resources/Materials
Students: Paper, Pencils, Color Pencils/Crayons, and Laptops/Tablets/Cellphones

Teacher: Laptop, Projector, Projector screen/smartboard/whiteboard, speakers.
Poem "Stopping by Woods in a Snowy Evening" (Appendix A). Poem "The
Chimney Sweeper: When my mother died I was very young" (Appendix B). Table
of Literary Devices (Appendix C). Table of Social Justice Debate (Appendix D). The
Station Introduction Video (Appendix E)



Appendix

Appendix A: Poem "Stopping by Woods in a Snowy Evening"
Appendix B: Poem "The Chimney Sweeper"
Appendix C: Table of Literary Devices
Appendix D: Table of Social Justice Debate
Appendix E: The introduction Video

Introduction: Multiliteracies Slideshow (10 minutes)

1. The multiliteracies slideshow presentation will be shown to students as a means
of introducing them to the poetry stations.
2. This slideshow will walk through all the activities with examples  for different
approaches/multimodalities to appreciate a poem.

Body of lesson: Poetry Stations (45 minutes)

Students will be divided into 3 groups. As a group, they will rotate among the 3
poetry stations.
Station 1: Visual Station (15 minutes)
First, students read the poem themselves and draw and color 4 mini pictures that
encapsulate all the elements in each stanza. This activity can help students
conceptualize a broader image about the poem in their minds which will facilitate
an easier understanding of the scenario. Once done, students move to the next
station. In the end, these pictures can be compared with those of the fellow
students’ in class.
Station 2: Literary Devices Station (15 minutes)
1. Students will be given a piece of paper and a table with blanks.
2. Students will be asked to fill in the blanks in the table (Table will be found in
Appendix C)
3. Students of different groups can compare notes after the rotating of the station
Station 3: Social Justice Station (15 minutes)
1. In respective groups, students identify the social justice elements in the poem
by discussing among themselves.
2.They divide themselves into two teams: proposition teams and opposition team.
3.They use the topic "Does William Blake's 'The Chimney Sweeper' effectively
highlight the injustice of child labor during the Industrial Revolution or not?" to
debate.
4. After the debate students compare and contrast their points by writing them
down on the table provided.

Conclusion/Consolidation/Reflection (15 minutes)

Following the stations, the teacher will ask each group to share their respective
achievement, based on their work in each of the sations, so that students can
engage in meaningful discussions by agreeing or disagreeing with each other’s
ideas/standings, or comparing notes on their visualization of the poem. Since a
poem can be interpreted through multiple perspectives, this reflection can be a
good sum-up exercise to enrich the student-centered approach and their
understanding of the multiliteracy possibilities.

Three Part Lesson
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After the debate, discuss with your group and fill in the following table. 
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